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The Lymphatic System is a complex network of lymphoid organs, lymph nodes, lymph ducts,
lymph tissues, lymph capillaries and lymph vessels that produce and transport lymph fluid from
tissues to the circulatory system.  The lymphatic system is a major component  of  the immune
system. It  has three interrelated functions:  (1)  removal of excess fluids from body tissues, (2)
absorption of fatty acids and subsequent transport of fat, as chyle, to the circulatory system and,
(3) production of immune cells such as lymphocytes (e.g. antibody producing plasma cells) and
monocytes. Cells have an electromagnetic charge that either helps to bind them together or keep
them apart.  When they  die  or  become damaged,  their  protein  structures,  many of  which  are
damaged, must be removed by the lymphatic system. These nonfunctional proteins have electrical
properties of attraction; they then bond to other proteins and water forming clusters that clog up
the  lymphatic  system,  potentially  resulting  in  unbalanced  conditions  of  abnormal  growths  or
chronic inflammation - which in turn may lead to serious disease conditions in the body. Cold gas
light photons and extremely low-energy electromagnetic frequency patterns help the cells to
separate from each other and their accumulated fluids. This enables proper lymphatic drainage,
allowing the body to rapidly rid itself of inflammation, swelling, abnormal growths, viruses, bacteria
and fungus that feed on the protein wastes, food additives, and other chemicals, that attach to the
protein waste. 

Do You Suffer From TOXIC OVERLOAD? Symptoms may include: Headaches, Fatigue, Intestinal
Problems, Back Discomfort, Depression, PMS, irritability, Inflammation/edema, etc.? All of these
issues  and  many  more  may  be  often  caused  by  toxic  waste  (i.e.  chemicals,  heavy  metals,
environmental pollutants, etc.) that builds up in the body due to of a congested or overburdened
lymphatic system. A clogged or sluggish lymphatic system prevents the body from circulating vital
fluids  and  eliminating  toxic  waste  and  dulls  the  immune  system’s  response.  This  makes  us
vulnerable to swelling, infection, pain and a whole host of dis-eases. Unlike the blood system, the
lymphatic system is not closed and has no central pump. Lymph movement occurs slowly with low
pressure due to peristalsis, valves, and the milking action of skeletal muscles. Like veins, lymph
travels through vessels in one way only, due to semilunar valves. This depends mainly on the
movement of skeletal muscles to squeeze fluid through them, especially near the joints. Rhythmic
contraction of the vessel walls  through movements may also help draw fluid into the smallest
lymphatic vessels, capillaries. Tight clothing can restrict this, thus reducing the removal of wastes
and allowing them to accumulate. If tissue fluid builds up, the tissue will swell; this is called edema.
As  the  circular  path  through  the  body's  system  continues,  the  fluid  is  then  transported  to
progressively larger lymphatic vessels culminating in the right lymphatic duct (for lymph from the
right  upper  body)  and  the  thoracic  duct  (for  the  rest  of  the  body);  both  ducts  drain into  the
circulatory system at the right and left subclavian veins. The system collaborates with white blood
cells in lymph nodes to protect the body from being infected by cancer cells,  fungi,  viruses or
bacteria.  This  is  known as a secondary circulatory system. Normally,  the lymphatic  system is
activated by the movement of our body’s magnetic field, deep breathing, exercise and activity,
through that of the earth's magnetic field. It is essential to keep energy and fluids moving in the
body so that its own natural intelligence may operate in full healing capacity. In addition, each cell
must be enlivened with its own unique frequency, ideal energy-state, and be fully connected to the
life-force energy throughout  the rest  of  the body.  Lymphatic  system movement  is  essential  in
detoxifying the body, supporting the immune system and maintaining homeostasis. 

Studies regarding the importance of the lymphatic system explain, most health practitioners’ focus
on feeding the body or enhancing its ability to eliminate, but the idea of transport, the process in
between digestion and elimination, is many times forgotten. If nutrients can’t get past the digestive
tract  and  be  transported  to  the  area  of  need,  then  your  nutritional  supplements  will  not  be
absorbed properly.



Pulsed  Electrical  Magnetic  Frequency  (PEMF)  and  Photon  Technology  has  been
successfully utilized for over 50+ years to treat a wide variety of the major "dis-eases" that
still plague the world today. Brilliant men like Nikoli Tesla, Royal Raymond Rife, Dr. Albert
Abrahms, M.D., Georges Lackhovsky and Ed Skilling proved this type of technology very
effective  in  the  early  1900’s.  Stimulating  the  lymphatic  system  by  the  use  of  this
technology has been widely recognized, used, and well documented, in Canada, Mexico,
Europe, South America and Asia, and elsewhere, as an effective aid. PEMF and photon
technology communicate with the body on a cellular and sub-cellular level to recharge and
rejuvenate dysfunctional cells and body systems back to their optimal state. An electronic
circuit that drives the energy by means of a pulse repetition rate in the audio spectrum
produces the high voltage energy.  This pulse rate has proven over a period of time to be
of benefit to the human body as a form of healing energy much like normal exercise or
deep breathing.

Photons are the light equivalent of electrons; ROS (Reactive Oxygen Species) electron
scavengers. Without them electro-chemical reactions would not take place and life would
be impossible. Electrons receive plenty of medical attention in the form of antioxidants to
combat reactive oxygen species (free radicals).  Photons may help restore the natural
dispersion  (via  zeta  potential)  between  molecules  and  facilitate  decongestion  of  the
lymphatic system, eliminate toxic waste from the body easier and more effectively and
help to restore its ability to transport nutrients. Physics dictate  photons are the driving
source of our metabolism, whereas chemicals are only secondary stimulants and patterns
of light information in this dimension. Therefore, ordinary nutrition through substance falls
short in meeting our physical demands for full energy/information directly from the sun. 

Cold gas light photons transfer  energy frequency patterns to  the targeted lymphatic
regions. This puts the correct charge back into the cells and breaks up the congestion
caused by clusters of water and pooled protein wastes.  This helps our body to remove
unwanted toxic  wastes such as Steroids that  mimic hormones and attach to  proteins,
unnatural additives from our food supply, etc. With proper lymphatic drainage, they can be
rapidly flushed out of your system.  Bio-photon light applications achieve its results by
rebalancing the electromagnetic charge that either binds cells together or keeps them
apart. You may find it more EFFECTIVE to use the bio-photon light application BEFORE
any  form  of  cleansing.  Subsequent  kill  offs  and  growths  of mutated  Candida,  fungi,
bacteria, and viruses may INCREASE congestion if the waste cannot be excreted as fast
as it accumulates. Dumping toxins out of the cells into already clogged lymph channels
will  equal  a  slow  and  challenging  cleansing  process.  Lymphatic  massage  may  have
minimal  benefits  if  the  lymph is  impacted  with  waste.  Lymph drainage may occur  by
means  of  light  utilizing  an  extremely  low-current,  cold  gas light  photons to  transfer
energy  frequency  patterns  to  cells  in  the  targeted  lymphatic  regions.  Frequency
modulation  is  accomplished  with  light. The  high-frequency  EM  radio-wave type
transmissions  deliver  micro-current  energy  deep  within  the  body’s  tissues,  removing
energetic  blockages and restoring balance.  By transmitting enough frequencies,  every
cell, of every organ, nerve, and tissue, can find its own unique frequency, and vibrate in
resonance, settling in to a new, balanced dynamic harmony. Proper biological function
returns, and balanced, vibrant health may be restored, once the cell is re-energized.



The use of PEMF technology has been reported to help: 

Alkalize body fluids 

Promote relaxation and clarity

Promote the body's synthesis and/or utilization of Melatonin 

Promote health by stimulating all  cells in the body Open and cleanse the lymphatic and circulatory
systems. 

Improve balance and motor functions

Move energetic fluids through all channels for nutrition transport, energy and intelligence

Eliminate blockages and barrier issues,

Neutralize negative "thought-forms" and old stagnant energy patterns

Increase blood flow and enhance blood's ability to carry oxygen

Increase circulation and the speed of metabolism

Reduce and eliminate toxins, stress, pressure and/or swelling from injury and/or blockage(s)  

Therapists use less physical stress & improve results when coordinating sessions with this technology.

Cosmetic uses include toning and accelerating removal of cellulite with body wrap, etc

Dissolve lumps, clots, protein and mineral deposits, uric acid crystals, etc., 

Devitalize and destroy the structural integrity of pathogenic microorganisms and eliminate low frequency
hosts and other harmful invaders, i.e.: viruses, bacteria, yeast, molds, fungi, parasites, worms, sarcoma 
and mycotoxins

Re-polarize cells and molecules 

Enhance neurological processes

Energetic balancing through complete, direct holistic photobiotic nutrition

Increase energy levels

Promote bone and connective tissue regeneration, even where degenerative conditions exist 

Re-establish each individual cell to normal frequency and energy-state 

Stimulate and strengthen the lymphatic, circulatory and immune systems through "Re-Polarity”

Recharge life-force energy and facilitate higher states of consciousness 



RF Technologies™ is a research and development company specializing in Energy
Science  technology.  For  over  15  years,  RFT has  collaborated  with  world-class
researchers, scientists and healers of many disciplines from various countries around the
world to bring you the most effective, natural, nutritional supplements and modalities.  To
learn  more  about  “living  water”  go  to  www.BeyondWater.org “Adult  Stem  Cell
enhancement” or “Telomeres”, go to www.CelluStem.com

The BioPhoton LS 5.0™ and Sound Probe™ is a combination of the brilliant healing
technologies  of light,  sound & frequencies  in  one compact  unit,  using  extremely  low-
current, utilizing noble cold gas ionization, tube technology, (cold gas light photons), and
a radio-wave sound probe transmitter. 

The Photon glass electrode provides frequencies of light in the Infrared and Ultra-violet
light spectrums, providing bio-available micro-amperage output current for a gentle yet
penetrating delivery of full-frequency "photon energy", and Ozone (03) production.

Athletes  who  would  like  to  maintain  consistent  peak  performance,  body  workers  and
health practitioners who wish to complement their existing therapy sessions, or anyone
wanting to improve their overall well-being, at any age at any level of health, may find this
technology very beneficial. The BioPhoton LS 5.0™ and Sound Probe™ is a universal
tool for complete photobiotic nutrition ideally used in conjunction with a balanced natural
health  program.  It  may  be  used  for  both  home  and  professional  use  as  a  research
technology. It  is safe, effective and easy to use for treating the body, air and drinking
water.

The Main Unit in a compact, durable case measures 3.0"x 6.3"x 9.8".
(4.0 shown here)                 

  

The  RF  Sound  Probe  "flat-pack" measures  3/4"x4”.  It  is  part  of  the
complete circuitry  of  the  BioPhoton LS 5.0,  so it  must  be  plugged into the main  unit
always.  It  can  be  used  with  or  without  the  glass  tubes.  It  is  the  Radio  Frequency
component of the BioPhoton that broadcasts frequencies via radio waves at distances up
to 65’  or  more.  Its  deeply penetrating radio wave component  contains a full-spectrum
sweep of harmonic frequencies and scalar subtle energies containing billions of coherent
harmonics and subtle scalar energy, through radionics. The Sound Probe may be placed
directly on bare skin, which allows it to act as an additional "receiving" electrode, or placed
in a small room. The closer the Sound Probe, the more powerful the signal is to the body.
The greatest saturation of energy/information occurs when the probe is on the body. It has
been reported to improve a more restful sleep and very effective for deep pain, structural
& dental issues, etc.

http://beyondwater.org/


The Ground Plate is for additional grounding purposes when needed. The
copper Ground Plate will not have much sensation when touching the skin unless the
tubes are also touching the skin.  If both tubes are being used at the same time, the output
energy will be increased. 

The 1 1/2Amp 250v fuse is located on the lower left, backside of the
unit,  in a quick release fuse holder.  This unit  draws very little energy from the power
source and the fuse may never have to be replaced.  High voltage output without tubes
plugged in, faulty transformer or defect in circuit board may cause fuse to blow.

The  round  glass  tube  electrodes with  easy  grip  foam  handles,  measure
approximately 6-7” in length. They come in several shapes and gas mixtures for efficient,
various applications. They are evacuated of air and filled under vacuum with Inert or Noble
Gas(s) including combinations of Argon and Neon gas. Mercury is NOT added to our glass
tubes,  adding  Mercury  is  for  atheistic  purposes  only  and  adds  the  undesired  toxic
frequency and element of Mercury. High voltage at low amperage (milliamps) ionizes the
gases to a "Plasma State".  The high voltage will overcome the insulation of the glass
tubes and impinge upon the skin of the person using the equipment producing a pulsed
magnetic energy that helps to stimulate the lymphatic system with each pulse. Ozone (03)
is  produced  when  the  glass  tubes  make  contact  with  the  skin.  The  Ozone  offers
oxygenation at the cellular level, delivering oxygen for detoxification. If the tubes are close
together on any area of the body the energy will be at the maximum between the two gas-
tubes. Multi-Wave Oscillator effects with the glass electrodes add hundreds of thousands
of  RF frequencies.  This  modality  can  be  used  in  a  variety  of  experimental  electrode
combinations with  "sending"  and “receiving"  glass  tube electrodes and the  RF Sound
Probe and Ground Plate. This BioPhoton is mono polar. This means that only one wire is
connected to each glass gas-tube electrode.  When the body is absorbing the high voltage
energy,  the return  source to  complete  the circuit,  is  via  Body Capacitance.  The body
completes the circuit; it is like an antenna system radiating this energy through the air back
to the source, which is the circuit within the enclosure that generates the healing energy.
The disadvantage,  if  any, is if  another person is near by the person that is using the
equipment, should touch the bare skin of the user, both parties may experience a mild
shock.  Keep the glass tube electrodes clean with warm water and a gentle soap, or spray
with "Silver Shield” colloidal silver (available thru RF Technologies) and wipe with a small
terry cloth towel.  Be very careful while cleaning the glass electrodes, they are delicate and
are breakable. 



Glass Tube Electrodes

The Pyramid/Spiral electrode is best used as a "sending" electrode. It gives the
most surface area contact for increased lymphatic stimulation and drainage and it also
produces the highest levels of ozone.

The  Pyramid Massage electrode is great for lymphatic brushing techniques on
the entire body. This is also great for grounding purposes.

The  Straight electrode may  be  used  for  the  neck,  groin,  limbs,  prostate
(perineum, base chakra), lower abdomen or low back i.e. liver/kidneys and for grounding. 

The Y electrode may be used to glide up and down the spine or fitting around the
"Cavity" areas i.e., ear, nose or corner of eyes, between the Y shape. It may also be used
at the lower abdomen or lower back for grounding purposes.  

The  L electrode easily hooks and tucks inside the pants at the belt line, on the
bare  skin,  for  grounding purposes.  This  shape offers  many uses that  are  left  to  your
experimental ideas.

 The Regenerator electrode is a small bulb shape that delivers a more powerful
stimulating sensation, ideally for key lymphatic points. It is excellent for the neck, face and
head as well as for epidermal toning. Great for running the Chakras, or Energy Centers of
the body. Also known as the Endocrine System.

The All New “Eye Tube” electrode is similar to our Regenerator electrode with
an extended neck for easier application. Also great for treating the male prostate
externally.



BioPhoton LS 5.0™ and Sound Probe™ Assembly Instructions

Connect Sound Probe into receptacle along right side, back of unit.

Connect Glass Tube Electrodes: Insert the male banana plug (@end
of tube) into  red (positive output/sending)  and black (negative output/receiving) jacks on
the  front,  lower  left  corner,  marked  “Tubes”,  on  the  main  unit.  Any  electrode  can  be
plugged into either the red or black jack for receiving and sending. The electrode plugged
into the black jack is always used for “receiving” and the red jack is for sending. The
two must be used together to complete the circuit.  The jacks are  “High Voltage” and are
for the Glass Tube Electrodes ONLY!  Caution: Do not plug the glass gas tube electrode
banana plug into the jack if the Neon Amber lamp at center left is glowing or "On".   
  

Connect  the  copper  sided Ground Plate  black/male  plug into  the
black female banana jack on front; lower right corner, (under red button) marked “Ground”.
(For Ground Plate ONLY! No Tubes should ever be plugged into this jack)   

Connect the 3.5mm jack to INPUT port for adding custom programs
and/or frequencies included with the 5.0 upgrade. 4.0 version can be upgraded to 5.0.
ONLY use low level voltage inputs, such as a CD player, audio tuner, Light Box, etc..

Connect the power cord into transformer for power supply source.

Source:120volt 60Hz external UL Listed transformer w/2-wire, 6’ cord 



Connect power supply into DC jack located behind unit, on right side.
Use surge protector in the "Off" position before plugging in the instrument to protect your
unit from electrical surges. Plug the power supply cord into surge protector. You can use a
12V 2.1mm DC plug to the cigarette lighter port in most vehicles. Contact RF Tech to
purchase this adapter.

Placement Configurations

Place the Sound Probe flat-pack on the back just  below the middle of the shoulder
blades or place it on other sites (skin contact preferably) while using the glass electrodes
in close proximity. You may also place the Sound Probe away from the electrodes such as
the base of the spine, base of the skull, top of the head, between the knees (excellent),
and all chakra points (especially Crown and Base). It is best to use the Sound Probe as
the "ground-receiver", together with the sending and receiving glass tube electrodes at or
near a trouble site. 
Note: The Sound Probe may also be used alone (without using glass tube electrodes).
When used alone for an overnight session, place the Sound Probe under your pillow or at
the head of your bed. 

Place the  Ground Plate, copper side touching skin, at center below navel or under
either bare foot. The copper Ground Plate is optional and does not have to be used with
every treatment situation.

Place the “receiving” glass tube electrode in either hand, below the navel, lower back
area, on the abdomen or the lower abdomen.

Place  the  “sending” glass  tube electrode on  Thymus,  below  the  collarbones  mid-
sternum.  Always  begin  each  session  with  3-5  minutes of  output  power/sending,
moving the electrode from proximal to distal (from the center, out). This is to open up the
main  lymphatic  thoracic  duct  into  the  main  aorta  so  toxins  can be quickly  and easily
flushed from the system. Be sure that electrodes always make contact with the skin.

The sending” glass tube electrode is connected into the red jack. The
“receiving” glass tube electrode is connected into the black jack. 



 Push the red; main power, push on/off button,  on the upper right,
front corner of the main unit. This powers the sound probe. The Green Lamp below the
switch indicates that the power is "ON" and the electronic circuits are operating correctly
and will blink at a 1 hertz pulse rate. If the green lamp ever stops its normal blinking or
(pulsing), check to see if the power cord is plugged into an active wall receptacle. If the
wall receptacle is active, then check to make sure that the fuse is good; an extra fuse is
provided with every BioPhoton LS 5.0 and Sound Probe (BP-LS 4.0 version shown here)

 Push the black push on/off button, on the upper left, front corner
next. This powers the electrodes. The Amber (neon) lamp below this switch will glow in an
on/off manner and the tubes will light with a color. 

Move the front, center, Adjustable Intensity Dial clockwise and observe 
that both tubes are showing color and the intensity will feel stronger by increased levels of 
energy pulsation and ozone production. (BP-LS 4.0 version shown here)

Once all the surrounding lymph glands are opened, you may explore specific area(s) of
concern  by  placing  the  “receiving”  electrode near  the  site  adjacent  to  the  "sending"
electrode or on the opposite side of the body. This way you pass the healing current
through the site of interest. Regardless of where you localize the electrodes, the entire
body is treated. When session is completed, set the tubes aside and return the Intensity
knob to the "min." position and push the “black push on/off button” off first, and then
push the “red push on/off button”, off.

Group  Usage:  Circle  around,  holding  hands  etc…Begin  with  someone  holding  the
"Sending" electrode at one end, and someone else holding the "receiving at the other end.
Begin session with the suggested 3-5 minutes of output power/sending.

Massage Therapist: Use of the BioPhoton LS 5.0 is similar to a massage; it stimulates
the increase of blood flow and relaxes muscles. Coordinating the BP-LS 5.0 prior to/with
your massage therapy session is an ideal way to augment and intensify positive results. 
After  3-5 minutes  output  power/sending, start  at  soles of the feet and slowly stroke
upward, toward crown chakra, then follow with massage therapy. Very rewarding!



 
Always drink plenty of good living/structured water. Remember the suggested water
consumption is ½ ounce water, per 1-pound body weight. For example, ½ of 200 lbs.=100
oz of water each day.  Your drinking water can be detoxified and ozonated by immersing
the glass portion of straight electrodes into a container of water for 5 to 30 minutes.  You
can also remove magnetic imprinting on your water within 80-120 seconds, giving you
what  is  known  as  “Blank  Water”  that  is  ready  for  reprogramming  and  information.
"Aquanutria Coral Calcium" from Japan (available thru RF Tech at www.WaterIsLife.us)
is a very effective aid in the detoxing process, cleaning and reprogramming/structuring of
your drinking water.  Our  latest  innovation is using BioCeramics to enhance your H2O
experience. To learn more on what can be done using BioCeramics to heal your drinking
and bathing water, go to: www.BeyondWater.org.



CHOOSE BETTER HEALTH

THE  PURPOSE  OF  THIS  TECHNOLOGY  IS  TO  IMPROVE  HEALTH  AND  CREATE  A  SENSE  OF
WELLNESS.  TO  DO  THIS,  CHANGE  HAS  TO  OCCUR,  INCLUDING  DETOXIFICATION  AND
REORDERING.  THIS  TECHNOLOGY  WILL  NOT  ELIMINATE  THE  BODIES  NEED  FOR  CLEAN
ENVIRONMENT OR DETOXIFICATION.  PLEASE KEEP THIS IN MIND AS RESEARCH PROGRESSES.
THE INTELLIGENCE OF EACH PERSON’S BODY WILL  USE THIS NOURISHING AND COHERENT
ENERGY TO ITS HIGHEST GOOD AT ANY SPECIFIC POINT IN TIME.  TO AN APPARENTLY WELL
PERSON THIS WILL MEAN EVENTUAL DETOXIFICATION AND REORDERING INTO NEW LEVELS OF
WELLNESS.  THIS MAY YIELD PERIODS OF DISCOMFORT GENERALLY OR AT SPECIFIC POINTS OF
WEAKNESS WHILE THE STORED STRESSES AND TOXINS ARE BEING RELEASED.  REMEMBER
THIS STRESS/TOXIN RELEASE PROCESS SEEMS TO BE AN UNAVOIDABLE ASPECT OF CREATED
WELLNESS AT THIS TIME.  ENERGY LEVELS WILL ALSO INCREASE.  TO A SICK PERSON THIS
PROCESS WILL MEAN STRENGTHENING AND STABILIZATION UNTIL THE BODY IS BALANCED AND
STRONG ENOUGH TO DETOX AND RELEASE THE LONG STORED STRESSES AND TOXINS WHICH
CAUSED THE SICKNESS TO BEGIN WITHIN.

THE BEST RESULTS ARE OBTAINED WITH THE BODIES' NATURAL HEALING MECHANISMS INTACT
AND UNINTERRUPTED WITH. ACUTE ISSUES RESPOND MORE QUICKLY THAN CHRONIC, AS WITH
OTHER HEALING SYSTEMS.

I  HAVE REALIZED THAT THE BODY IS  A RUDDER MEANT TO TELL US IF WE ARE LIVING ON
COURSE WITH OUR SOUL’S PLAN OR OFF COURSE.  THIS TECHNOLOGY WILL  NOT CHANGE
YOUR SOUL’S PLAN.  IF YOU CONTINUE TO LIVE OFF COURSE THIS TECHNOLOGY WILL HELP
YOU ONLY TEMPORALLY.  HOWEVER, IF YOU WISELY CHOOSE TO TAKE FULL ADVANTAGE OF
THIS TECHNOLOGY TO HELP YOU GET ON COURSE OR TO STAY ON COURSE, OF COURSE IT
WILL  TREMENDOUSLY HELP YOU TO REALIZE YOUR DIVINE DESIGN.   SO USE THIS LOVING,
NOURISHING, ENERGY WISELY AND ALLOW IT TO HELP YOU MANIFEST YOUR FULL POTENTIAL.

PLEASE BE FULLY AWARE OF THESE THINGS.  THIS MACHINE IS NOT A "MAGIC BULLET" WHICH
CAN SAVE YOU FROM YOURSELF.  USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH CONSCIOUS AWARENESS, DIET
AND SLOW DETOX, THIS NOURISHING ENERGY CAN BE AN INVALUABLE ASSET IN CREATING
WELLNESS THROUGH CHANGE.

FOR WELLNESS IT IS IDEAL TO KEEP THREE THINGS IN YOUR AWARENESS:
1.  THE PATTERN IN CONSCIOUSNESS THAT KEEP RE-CREATING THE DIS-EASE: THE ONLY WAY I
KNOW OF TO CHANGE THIS FUNDAMENTAL CREATIVE PROCESS IS TO DO A TRANSCENDING
MEDITATION, WHICH WILL DISSOLVE THE STRESS AT ITS CAUSE.  IF THIS IS NOT DONE THE
PATTERN WILL CONTINUE TO MANIFEST EITHER IN ITS ORIGINAL FORM OR A NEW GUISE.

2.  IN: BE CONSCIOUS THAT YOU TAKE IN EVERYTHING THAT IS NOURISHING, LIFE SUPPORTING
AND  ALIVE  I.E.  HEALTHY  FOOD  PROGRAM,  GOOD  LIVING/STRUCTURED  WATER,  SUNLIGHT,
CLEAN AIR.  HERBS, HOMEOPATHICS, COLOR, SOUND, ETC…

3.   OUT:  ELIMINATE  NEGATIVE  THINKING  AND  TOXINS  THROUGH  MEDITATION,  COLONICS,
ENEMAS, LIVER FLUSH, FASTING, EXERCISE, SKIN BRUSHING, BODYWORK, ETC…

THIS MACHINE IS OFFERED TO YOU AS RESEARCH TECHNOLOGY ONLY.  CONSIDER THIS YOUR
PERFECT  HEALTH  RESEARCH  PROGRAM.   THIS  IS  NOT  A  SIMPLE  CAUSE  AND  EFFECT
TECHNOLOGY I.E.  TOASTER, REFRIGERATOR, WASHER, WHERE YOU PUT IN DIRTY CLOTHES
AND GET OUT CLEAN CLOTHES.  IF HEALTH WERE THIS SIMPLE IT WOULD BE WONDERFUL.
THERE IS NO GUARANTEE ON RESULTS.  THERE IS A WARRANTY ON THE MACHINE ITSELF.  IF
THE  MACHINE  STOPS  WORKING  THROUGH  NORMAL  USE,  IT  WILL  BE  REPAIRED  FREE  OF
CHARGE UP TO ONE YEAR.
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR CHOICE TO RESEARCH THE POSSIBILITY OF CREATING YOUR
PERFECT HEALTH REGIME.  THIS IS SOMETHING WE CAN DO ONLY FOR OURSELVES.



 RF TECHNOLOGIES
www.BioPhotonLight.com
s  upport@biophotonlight.com  

(619) 609.7109

BioPhoton LS 5.0™ Order Information
BioPhoton LS - version 5.0 w/Sound Probe and Ground Plate includes two straight tubes 
and added INPUT port and insulated, hard shell carrying case.
 
Sales Price        $3,200.00*

Special pricing for Distributorships available – email: support@biophotonlight.com 

Warranty
1 year manufactures workmanship parts and labor warranty included.
 Warranty does not apply to the glass tubes with electrodes nor the power transformer.

Additional 1 Year Warranty   99.00   (Covers main unit and Sound Probe)

Additional Glass Tube Electrodes

Straight 110.00*

Pyramid Spiral 165.00*

Pyramid Massage      145.00* 

Y-Shaped 145.00*

L-Shaped        135.00* 

Mini Gas-Bulb “Regenerator” 135.00*

Eye-Tube 145.00*

Custom Tubes 135.00*-$195.00+ 

Insulated Carry Case 115.00*

6 pc. Tube Kit w/carrying Case 795.00*   ($870 value)  **Special 695.00
1-“Pyramid Spiral”, 1-“Pyramid Massage”, 
1-“Y”, 1- “L”, 1-”Eye-Tube” and 1-“Regenerator” bulb
* Shipping, handling and insurance, not included.
** Special Price when purchased with the BP-LS 4.0, or BP-LS 5.0

Order by phone: (619) 609.7109 or  (213) 633.7225 ext. 1
Online: www.BioPhotonLight.com
support@biophotonlight.com 
We accept Postal Money Orders, E-Check, Wire Transfer, PayPal, American Express, Visa, MasterCard and Discover Card.  

mailto:support@biophotonlight.com
http://www.BioPhotonLight.com/
mailto:support@biophotonlight.com
mailto:biophoton5.0@gmail.com
http://www.BioPhotonLight.com/


NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER

We are legally obliged to inform you of the following: Holistic products such as pulsating
magnetic wave therapy devices are not  recognized in the human and animal  medical
sciences and therefore cannot make claims regarding the areas of treatments. The listed
areas of treatment and application are not yet proven and still debated in medical circles.

RF Technologies deeply respects your religious and Constitutional Right to "Freedom of
Choice" in your own personal health care. In order to share this technology, we must
comply with  FDA regulations and market  the  BioPhoton LS 5.0 and Sound Probe as
research and experimental technology and must be understood as such. This technology
is  used  for  your  own experimental  and  research  use  only,  regarding  the  potential  of
bioactive frequencies.  The private reports of users of these research instruments can be
provided  to  you  through  your  own  research.  Each  person  who  purchases  this
experimental research technology from RFT is considered a “Researcher” and must be
self-conscious/self-responsible in all possible ways.

RF Technologies assumes NO LIABILITY for the use and/or misuse of the BioPhoton LS
5.0 and Sound Probe. RFT, RFT employees, associates or distributors, cannot nor will not
be held responsible/liable for the results achieved or not achieved from the use or misuse
of our products or suggestions. It  is not meant to treat, cure, prevent or diagnose any
health condition(s), or to replace the advice of a health care professional, preferably one
who is familiar with Natural Health & Alternative Therapy. No health claims are made nor
implied. The information provided in this booklet and/or any of our associated websites, is
for informational and educational purposes only. Statements made here have not been
evaluated or approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration or any other federal
regulatory agency.

RF Technologies reserves the RIGHT to present ANY information under the BENEFIT and
AUTHORITY of the 1st Amendment to the Constitution of the united States of America
and "SAID" AUTHORITY pertains to that Freedom of Speech and Freedom of the Press,
ordained and preserved to the BENEFIT of ALL peoples. Also, this company reserves the
RIGHT to present ANY Information under the BENEFIT and AUTHORITY of the * 9th
Amendment to the Constitution of the united States of America to provide TRUTHFUL and
ACCURATE  Information  about  our  "Holistic  Devices"  WITHOUT  receiving  PRIOR
approval from ANY governmental agency or agencies (i.e. - F.D.A., F.T.C.). This RIGHT is
being FREELY used NOW and will be used AGAIN

This consent and waiver agreement is effective on the date shown below by and between
RF Technologies (the "SELLER") and the undersigned buyer of goods and/or services
(the "BUYER"). BUYER acknowledges, understands, and agrees that:

1. The products, equipment, and devices (the "Products") sold by SELLER and purchased
by  BUYER  are  for  cosmetic  use,  are  not  approved  by  the  U.S.  Food  and  Drug
Administration  for  medical  treatments,  and  are  not  intended  to  be  used  for  medical
treatment.



2. SELLER is not a licensed physician. Any use of the Products, consultation, or other
services provided by the SELLER to the BUYER are for demonstration purposes only, and
are not intended to be nor may they be construed as a medical treatment or a substitution
for medical treatment by a licensed physician.
3.  BUYER  has  consulted  with  a  licensed  physician  regarding  any  and  all  medical
conditions  that  he  or  she  may  have,  or  has  independently  and  voluntarily,  without
compulsion, coercion, or compensation failed to have such a consultation.
4. BUYER voluntarily agrees and consents to participation in any and all demonstrations
of  the  Products  requested  by  the  BUYER  and  administered  by  the  SELLER.  Any
demonstration shall be terminated immediately upon the request of the BUYER.
5. SELLER'S WARRANTY IS STRICTLY LIMITED TO THE WARRANTY PROVIDED BY
THE  MANUFACTURER  OF  THE  PRODUCT,  AND  NO  OTHER  WARRANTIES  ARE
PROVIDED,  EITHER  EXPRESSED  OR  IMPLIED,  FOR  PURCHASE,  USE  OR
DEMONSTRATION  OF  THE  PRODUCTS.  SELLER SHALL  NOT  BE  RESPONSIBLE
FOR,  AND BUYER WAIVES,  ANY CLAIM,  CAUSE OF  ACTION,  SUIT,  OR OTHER
REMEDY AGAINST SELLER OR LIABILITY THEREFORE EXCEPT AS SUCH CLAIMS,
CAUSES OF ACTION,  SUITS, AND OTHER REMEDIES  OCCUR AS A RESULT OF
SELLER'S SOLE NEGLIGENCE.

BUYER Signature___________________________________________

Print Name______________________________________ Date: ______________________
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